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POPULATION MOVEMENTS 
 Mosul: Close to 80,000 people (13,300 families)1 are currently displaced from Mosul 

and surrounding areas since the start of the military offensive on 17 October. 
 Hawiga: More than 200 people fleeing Hawiga on foot arrived to Al Alam, Tikrit district, 

during the period 1-3 December. Newly displaced families reported insecurities along 
their route, including improvised explosive devices which resulted in two casualties, 
including a child, who are receiving treatment in Kirkuk. IOM-DTM Emergency Tracking 
reports that more than 47,000 people are currently displaced from Hawiga since August 
2016, when the military operations intensified. Large displacement movements from 
Hawiga have been recorded in Erbil, Kirkuk and Salah al-Din Governorates. 

UNHCR RESPONSE UPDATE 
 The majority of newly displaced families from inside Mosul are being 

accommodated in the Iraqi government’s Khazer 2 camp, which received more 
than 310 families (1,400 people) on 1-3 December. Displaced families cited due food 
and water shortages as well as insecurity due to mortar attacks, shelling, bombing and 
snipers as reasons for flight. UNHCR conducts protection monitoring in all three camps 
in Hasansham (the government’s Khazer 1 and 2 camps and UNHCR’s Hasansham 
camp) to identify and assist people with specific needs and protection concerns, 
including family separation, missing civil documentation and people with medical 
conditions or disabilities. Since October, UNHCR and partner Qandil have conducted 
protection monitoring assessments with more than 1,400 IDPs in the three Hasansham 
camps, which together are accommodating more than 46,000 people out of which 57 
per cent have been displaced from Mosul and surrounding areas since 17 October.  

 UNHCR Al Alam camp received some 900 people fleeing Hawiga on 1-3 
December. Many had initially sought shelter at the government’s Qayarrah Jad’ah 
camp, which is currently fully occupied. All new arrivals are in tented shelter and receive 
kits of core relief items, including mattresses, blankets and kitchen sets. UNHCR is also 
distributing kerosene for heating to families in Al Alam, and working to provide 
generators in the camp so residents can access electricity. Al Alam camp is currently 
accommodating 273 families (1,638 individuals) and has a total capacity of 500 family 
plots. 

KEY FIGURES 

79,998 
People displaced from Mosul 
and surrounding areas since the 
military offensive began on 17 
October1 

 
10,315 
UNHCR kits of core relief items 
distributed to families (assisting 
some 62,000 people) displaced 
from Mosul corridor 
 
9,097  
Family plots (for some 54,000 
people) in UNHCR camps are 
ready to receive IDPs displaced 
from Mosul corridor, of which 
4,686 (52%)  
are currently occupied 
 

3.2 million  
IDPs in total in Iraq 
 

240,000 Iraqi refugees 
hosted by neighbouring 
countries in the region, with 
3,321 Iraqis to Syria since 
17 October 
 
1IOM-DTM Emergency Tracking as of  
3 December 

FUNDING 
USD 584 million 
requested for IDPs and Iraqi 
refugees in the region

 
Of which 
USD 196 million 
requested for the Mosul 
emergency response 

 

Funded
43%

Gap
57%

Committed
57%

Gap
43%


